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July Co-Samplers of the Month

:

IC

“Anne Lansac 1843” from Gigi R
Above, the antique and, right, the reproduction finished. Gigi says,
“On the original sampler there was only one robe of Christ. I added one
on my sampler but for the purists they can stitch only one. I thought it
looked ... as if I had forgotten something in that empty space.”

“Land of the Free” from Willow Hill Samplings
The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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More About Our Co-Samplers of the Month

I wanted so much to get more of the
altar stitched, but it was not to be.
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As our Co-Sampler of the month, save
15% on your purchase of two of the
following during June:
1) chart $22
2) linen (40c w/2-inch margins = $42;
please specify mottled or not
mottled)
3) threads (as charted w/GAST = $52.80)
~ (overdyed silks keyed to the GAST
colors = $138.50) ~ (overdyed silks
keyed to the photograph = $142.50)
We now have the skein requirements
from the reproductionist and, as a
result, the price has increased from that
originally published for all threads

Thank you, Deb, for allowing us to use your
beautiful sampler for our Sampler of the Month.
Deb changed several of the colors as charted, and
her model is stunning, with the perfect frame, I think.

Here’s what the designer says about her design: I designed
"Land of the Free" as a tribute to the members of our armed forces
who have served our country from its humble beginnings to this day,
and also to their families. Both service members and families sacrifice
time spent with loving spouses and children and must be brave in the
face of uncertain futures in order to protect the freedoms of those they
care for and those they do not even know. I am proud of my brave
husband and all of his brothers and sisters in uniform.
Charted for hand-dyed cottons, of course we’ve
done a conversion to overdyed silks.
As our Co-Sampler of the month, save 15% on
your purchase of two of the following during June:
1) chart $12
2) linen (40c w/2-inch margins = $15 ~ price for
other counts and different margins will vary)
3) hand-dyed cottons $28.95 as Deb stitched hers;
overdyed silks $75.50

Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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The Attic’s Summer Sampler Soiree, Friday ~ Sunday, August 17 ~ 19
We’re so excited about the
cornerstone piece for our To the
Ladies Sampler Soiree, the
beautiful Attic Treasures box
created by the combined talents
of Linda Danielson/Samplers
Remembered and Nancy Mills/Five
Times Blessed, and we wanted to
show you some close-up shots.
The stitched verse mounted on the top of the box

Inside the box, showing the removable shelf & monogrammed lid

The reverse side of the shelf, a photo of Linda’s antique that inspired this project

The Sterling Silver hornbook charm with the ribbon
Underneath the “shelf ” some of the treasures are showing.
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Repro Chili Pinkeep & Mini "Think of Me" Sampler

The Attic’s Summer Sampler Soiree,
Friday ~ Sunday, August 17 ~ 19
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Sampler Pincushion & Fob

To The Ladies
While rosy cheeks their bloom confess
And youth thy bosom warms
Let Virtue and let Knowledge dress
Thy mind in brighter charms
Attic Treasures Sewing Box w/sampler examplar

Front & Back of the Hornbook Button Keep

Garden Delight Pincushion & Fob

Learn to Lucet and Lucet Pocket
More updated photographs to
show these fabulous projects
that we have planned for you.
We’re getting very excited as
we’re only five weeks out!

Friday night after hors d'oeuvres at 5 p.m.
Nancy and Linda D. will guide you through the
process for making the cornerstone piece for the
weekend, the Attic Treasures Box shown on page 3.

Monogrammed Scissor Keep

Our participating “local” (residing here in the Phoenix area) faculty: Linda/
Samplers Remembered, Gloria/Milady’s Needle, Vickie & Maegan/
NeedleWorkPress, Linda/Needlemade Designs, Bunny & Apryl/Priscilla’s
Pocket, Tanya/The Scarlett House, and Nancy/Five Times Blessed.

Workshop fee for this project- and fun-filled weekend, including food Friday night - Sunday noon, $360!!!!!
This event is again being held at Hyatt Place Mesa. The hotel is offering us amazing rates: $89/night for both King and Queen/Queen.
Call 1.888.HYATT.HP (1-888-492-8847). Local phone number is 480.969-8200 and ask for the “Attic Needlework” group rate.
On Saturday night we’re having a PJ Party (and a Show & Share, an opportunity to share your finished or in-progress needlework with
others), and I hope you’ll join us! Me and several local-area needleworkers are having an “away” girlfriends’ weekend at this very affordable
room rate! Two or three can share a suite (the spacious living area features a comfortable sofa-sleeper that is separated from the sleeping area).
Go to www.phoenixmesa.place.hyatt.com/ to read about all of the amenities at the hotel.
And everyone who is a registered guest at the hotel for the two nights will qualify for a drawing for a $100 Attic Gift Certificate!

Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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July

As an Attic Addicts Club member, during July save
15% on the following in-stock items:
• All Gigi R Charts & Willow Hill Samplings Charts
• All Hand-Dyed Silk Threads
• Picture This Plus Linens, In-Stock Custom Cuts

Unicorn Wedding Sampler Stitch-Along ~ on page 16 of
this edition we’re included again Linda’s detailed information on
getting started on this exquisite heirloom piece.
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Merry Cox November 2012
Our weekend of workshops with Merry Cox is scheduled for
Thursday ~ Sunday, November 8-11. Each workshop runs from 9 - 4
p.m., with lunch included. All workshops will be held at Mesa’s Hyatt
Place, where there is a room block being held under “Attic Needlework”
with a $99 King or $104 Queen/Queen option. Phone 1.888.HYATT HP.
You may go to Merry’s Web site for more information about these
projects, and many more of her incredible designs:
http://
www.frommerrysheart.com/

Saturday, August 4, 10:30-12:30, Beginning
Linen This class is appropriate for both beginning
stitchers and anyone wishing to refine their skills.
The class project is Linda’s Tulip needlebook
design, and the $30 fee includes her expert
instruction + all project materials.
Saturday, August 4, Our Semi-Annual Framing Frenzy. This is your
opportunity to save 20% on your custom framing order, including frame,
mat, and fillets, when you let Sandy use her expertise in selecting the perfect
frame to enhance your needlework. Give her your budget, your likes and
dislikes (“I don’t like gilded, but I love primitive”), make a $20 deposit, and
she will do the rest. The discount does not apply to the framing labor charge
nor to readymade frames. All orders will be processed in the order received,
and orders with deadlines are ineligible for the FF discount. Additionally,
you should know that any non-FF incoming orders will receive preference in
the order of completion, which makes it difficult to give a time estimate, but
to save the 20% it is important that you understand the order of completion.
Sunday, August 12, Sampler Sunday, 1-4:00. Whoops! Can’t meet
on the last Sunday either ~ I forgot that I’ll be away at our annual shop
owners’ retreat in Portland, so it will be the 2nd Sunday in August. We
hope you can join us. Call/e-mail to register. Fee $10
September 7 - 9, Baltimore Needlework Market ... It’s the most
favorite part of my job, shopping all of the new things for our shared
needlework passion ~ and that means a Market Day!
Saturday, September 15, Baltimore Market Day! The doors open
at 9 AM for our Attic Addict members and at 10 for the general public ~
be there or be square and see all that’s new and exciting in our world!

We still have some BCRF cookbooks left.
Support a great cause (all net proceeds go to breast
cancer research) by buying a copy(s) of the Recipes
for a Cure cookbook for a donation of $14.95 (or
more) with fabulous time-tested recipes as well as
complimentary designs from 11 designers.

Above, So Dear to Thy Heart,
Merry’s 2011 Williamsburg project,
includes the beautiful box shown.

Clockwise from above left: Sweet
Little Blossoms Saturday’s
workshop from 9 - 4 p.m.
includes the lovely Shaker
box. Workshop Fee, $200 ~
Le Nouveau Palais Royal,
what some consider Merry’s
pièce de résistance, will be taught
Thursday AND Sunday. Kit
includes beautiful box & sweet
scissors. Workshop Fee, $275

Saturday night, November 17, 6 - 8
p.m., our 15th annual Silent Auction for
Breast Cancer Research! Each year the
handmade donations raise thousands of
dollars for research.
All proceeds are
donated to BCRF ~ to read about this A+rated organization, go to their Website

The Attic’s 2013 Sampler Symposium
We’re also planning another event at Hyatt Place Mesa on Martin
Luther King Weekend, The Attic’s 2013 Sampler Symposium,
Friday, January 18 ~ Sunday, January 20 (with a possible
additional separate class on Monday, January 21) Faculty:
Lorraine Mootz, Celle, Germany, co-author of Samplers and Designs:
Three Centuries of European Samplers, Sherri Jones/Patrick’s Woods, and
more; more details to follow in a future newsletter as soon as available.
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New from The Heart’s Content
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Clockwise from above: “Teabag Holder” $33 kit, a companion design for last year’s “Needle Minder,” is stitched on 35c linen and
includes a teabag of Bromley Pure Green Tea ~ “Splendor XXIII” $42 kit on 40c natural linen using a beautiful solid red Soie
Surfine ~ “Splendor XXII” $48 kit is a silk-on-silk gauze kit, 22nd in Maureen’s Coverlet Series, kitted with both Soie d’Alger and a
wonderful new silk hand-dyed by Gloriana, a 12-ply very fine silk, perfect for your petite stitching, and more colors are coming
from Gloriana in 2013 ~ and “Splendor XVII” Christmas Past” $58 kit stitched on 40c Wichelt Sandstone linen with silk

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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It’s here ... and here are the beautiful silks ...
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. . . used by Alma & Barb/Blackbird
Designs in this second of four in their
2012 Loose Feathers Series, “Sarah’s
House” $16 ~ and with the focus on
antique samplers, Barb & Alma have
chosen beautiful silk overdyes (with a
conversion to cotton if you must) for this
sampler. Of course, many of us prefer
silks for all samplers, and here is a great
project for them ($64.25)

Just In ... from Rosewood Manor

Coming in September!
Below, the cover shot of this year’s Just
CrossStitch Ornament issue, $9.99 (ND) ~ we
are pleased to accept your reservation for this
issue, expected to arrive in mid-September.

“Halloween
Quilt Sampler”
$19, 110 x 206,
charted in
beautiful
autumnal hues
u s i n g We e k s
Dye Works ~
and we are
happy to do a
silk conversion
for you if you
wish + one
Pewter Spider
charm (one is
included with
chart and extras
are available on
special order).

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Also New in the Shop

From the left above: “Pink Lemonade” $10 from
Casey Buonaugurio ~ “Hilda’s Alphabet
Brew” $9 from With Thy Needle & Thread
~ “Beauty and Grace” $10 from Tree of Life
Samplings

Below, “E Pluribus Unum” $10 from Heartstring
Samplery, 139 x 103, a monochromatic design presented
in a Gentle Art cotton overdye, perfect also for a silk
overdye and easily adaptable to your preferred linen count

Above, “Tall Sheep” from Shepherd’s
Bush $20 includes buttons for the framed
piece ~ and if you want to stitch it as a
pincushion, the chart by itself is $6 and the
very adorable Just Pins, left, are $14.50

Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Also New in the Shop ...
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Clockwise from above: 4th in this series from Cherrywood Design
Studios, “If the Pumpkin Fits” $8 ~ previous in the series, each $8,
“Peace Love Candy Corn,” “Trick or Treat,” “Have a Treat”

FYI ... An Omission from This Publication
If you’ve purchased
this year’s fabulous
Just CrossStitch Special
Collector’s Halloween
issue, you may have
discovered that one of
the designs pictured
on the cover is
missing! And it’s from
one of your favorite
designers, Paulette/
Plum Street
Samplers!
The
publisher has made
the chart available
here ~
BUT if you haven’t
already gotten yours,
we have more copies
($9.99)

A Conversion to Silk for This . . .

... new design from Primitive Hare, “Endymion” $17, where
the camera’s eye didn’t perfectly capture the beautiful silk
colors because there is more blue than is showing! Gorgeous!

Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Unicorn Wedding Sampler Stitch-Along
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Please Note: Approximately a dozen charts purchased in the shop or shipped in the past
week are missing the lacis page of instructions. Please check your chartpack to ensure that
you have that page; please contact me by email if it’s missing from your chart. Thank you.

This from Linda Vinson, SAL leader: Welcome to Attic Needlework’s stitch-along for Page Dorsey’s
wonderful “Unicorn Wedding Sampler.” I decided to stitch this sampler as a labor of love for my son and
his wife, but in many ways it’s a love that encompasses even more than a beloved son and the woman he has
chosen to live his life with. I love the history that sampler-making embodies, I love developing intricate
stitches with bright silk on a woven cloth, I love Pat Evans who hand-dyed the Vintage Bisque linen on
which I’m working, I love the way our dogs come and keep me company by curling up near my feet as I
stitch, and just now, I loved looking out the back window as I sat stitching and watching a soft summer rain
fall on our yard. In many ways, stitching helps me celebrate the many blessings in my life. I have every
expectation that you feel much the same about your stitching. As we work together over the next several
months (I am estimating that we will take about 8 months) I hope to pass along any tips or hints to you that
may be helpful as you stitch your sampler. I’ve enjoyed the first band and have a couple of thoughts to share.
Colors I decided to deepen the colors chosen by the designer to better reflect the tastes of my son and daughter-in-law, preferring jewel tones
in their decor. In case any of you would like to do the same, my color choices are as follows: for the fabric I am using 40-count Vintage Bisque
from Lakeside Linens. Silks are all Au Ver A’Soie, 2 types: Soie d’Paris Dark Green 2136, Green 2116, Gold 2234 in both Soie d’Paris & Soie
d’Alger; and Soie d’Alger in Dark Salmon 2926, Salmon 2925, Dark Blue 1746, Light Blue 2757, and Blanc (White).
There is a slight correction to the Stitch Count; the sampler is 150 stitches wide rather than 190.
Standish Stitch – For anyone who might not know the history, this stitch is named for Loara Standish, born in the Plymouth Colony about
1631, the daughter of Captain Miles Standish and his wife, Barbara. Loara stitched her sampler in roughly the year 1653, at her home in
Duxbury, Massachusetts. Amazingly enough, this sampler is still in existence, having been preserved by the Standish and Alden families until it
was donated to Pilgrim Hall Museum. Loara’s sampler is an American treasure as both the earliest known American sampler and the earliest
known sampler with a verse. If you have the chance to visit Plymouth, please take the time to visit Pilgrim Hall and see Loara’s sampler in
person.
The Standish stitch is easy to work, completely reversible, and quickly forms a rhythm. The only problem I found I had was my tendency
to forget to do the 9-10 stitch. (The numbers are covered on the diagram; the stitch also shows up as 23-24 on the right side of the diagram.)
The easiest way for me to keep a check on myself was to periodically turn my work over and look at the back. You don’t notice the lack of the
stitch on the front, but will see the empty space on the back if you forget the 9-10.
In the double-running stitch of Band 1, the little leaves are missing on the right-hand middle tendril of the first and last groups of flowers.
Stitch the right-hand tendril to match the left.
In working the gold satin stitch in Band 1, I found that I didn’t care for how the Soie d’Paris was laying. I substituted a Soie d’Alger in the same
color for the satin stitch in the flowers. There is less sheen, but I find the thread cooperates better for me in laying smooth and straight.
Next time, we’ll discuss working dividing bands 3 - 6 and Band 2.

Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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arrived. “Landing Bird” with buttons is $10.50.

From the designer: “There are a couple of errors on charts in this series :-(
9045 The Flock: Target Bird Chart 9045 Target Bird has symbol errors (this occurs when I change my mind while stitching
and fail to correct the chart before printing) The outer circle directly above the bird should be a checkmark symbol for Antique
Lace. The inner circle in the orb touching the top border should be an asterisk for Queen Bee.
9048 Landing Bird Chart 9048 Landing Bird has an incorrect color listed inside on the symbol key (the correct color is listed
on the back, so never fear, you already have this color floss) The open heart symbol is listed as Cherub, but should be Sophia's
Pink. This is yet more fall-out from the great hard drive crash of 2012. Cherub was the color I initially thought I'd use, but
changed it while stitching. It's listed on a surviving printed spreadsheet and that's what I was looking at when I created the chart.
Fingers crossed this is the final correction to this series. I have all my stitching completed, so will try get it framed,
photographed and all the remaining charts built over the weekend when the phone is quiet.
Thanks for your patience with my art brain and have a ton of fun stitching. Patti”

“Ann Dale” Stitch-Along

Our SAL leader for this beautiful sampler has had some health challenges that have slowed her progress, so I’ve
asked Delfi, whose beautiful “Ann Dale,” is progressing beautifully, if I can share her progress photos approximately
once a month. She plans to finish hers by the end of the year, and she has participated in putting together a
compilation of chart corrections and suggestions. I will be emailing a PDF attachment of that document to all of
you on our Stitch-Along list. Please contact me if you haven’t received it by this time next week.

Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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These Petitpointers . . .
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... visited The Attic last Friday, and
they reaffirmed for me why I’m still
doing what I’m doing! What a thrill
to see their work! I only wish I could
somehow magically capture the
magic of their tiny models for you to
see ... and, please, don’t anyone
come in and say, “I can’t do this
anymore because I can’t see it!” Yes,
you can.
These ladies also
reaffirmed what I say to anyone who
says that: If you have the right light
and the right magnification, you can!
The 2.75” miniature
Lace scissors from
Kelmscott are used
to provide some scale.

The casket, with “working”
drawers, is stitched on 64c
gauze; drawer fronts on 70c.
Simply stunning! No words!
T h e
d i m e
below is
there for
scale.

Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Beautiful Rugs!

If you are interested in joining this
Yahoo group of petitpointers, please
email me and I will email you the
information, when I find my notes :~(

Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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And Even More!
Left, a special transfer
process on linen
(information that I wrote
down and have mislaid
at the moment :~(
Right, a Christening set
knit with Size 00000
needles, I think (sorry for
the uncertainty - it’s with
the other information)
Below, a triptych stitched
on 32c linen over one
that will be “framed” in
a 3-part screen
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One of the very special things about attending a class reunion is catching up with fellow classmates
and learning where their life has taken them. Mary is enjoying her retirement by forming a boutique
tour-planning company with her long-time friend Mary “that combines travel and learning” and
“creates one-of-a-kind itineraries to the most incredible places on earth” under their company name
Edventures. Going to their blog will give you great information about where they’ve been ~ and
where they’re going!
Mary told me about several of the tours they have planned, and when she mentioned “Jane
Austen” and some of her needlework, my interest was piqued ~ and I knew some of you might also be
very interested. Below is the press release about the trip.

Jane Austen Tour
Lovers of Jane Austen are invited to join a tour that departs for England on Thursday, January 3, 2013 and returns
Saturday, January 12. To bring the world of Jane Austen to life, the group will explore areas central to Austen’s life and
fiction. Travelers will visit the communities that were important to Jane’s personal development and provided
inspiration for the characters and enduring novels readers have come to love. The tour will begin in the city of
Winchester with a visit to the famous cathedral and Jane’s burial site. From Winchester the group will visit two nearby
communities: Steventon, where Austen was born and lived until 1801 when she moved to Bath, and Chawton, her final
home, which is now Jane Austen’s House Museum. Novels such as Pride and Prejudice and Sense and Sensibility were
begun and revised in these towns.
The group will continue to Bath where it will use the facilities of this beautiful Georgian city as a living classroom to
explore the where Jane Austen lived from 1801-1806 and the settings vital to the characterization and plot of two novels
set in Bath, Northanger Abbey and Persuasion. Time will be devoted to the Bath streets and locations important to
Austen and her characters –including the Pump Room, the Roman Bath complex and the magnificent Assembly Room.
Day trips include important locales and film locations for popular productions. Villages, cathedrals, sea sides, parks,
Georgian tea rooms and country walks will bring Jane and her novels alive.
The trip will be led by Dr. Catherine J. Golden, Professor of English at Skidmore College where she teaches courses
on Victorian literature and culture and Jane Austen. She has led several study groups on Jane Austen on location, so
travelers will benefit from her vast knowledge of the areas they will visit as well as her enthusiasm and expertise in all
things Jane.
The package price of $3399 double occupancy includes airfare from New York City’s JFK Airport. Group size is
limited to 28 participants and spaces are being saved on a first come first serve basis. Registration must be completed by
September 30, so be sure to enroll early! To assist you in completing your registration the complete itinerary and forms
are attached.
For additional information visit goedventures.com, contact goedventures@gmail.com or call 1 (607) 387-3322.
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Clockwise from aboveA: Andrea’s charming
“Alphabet Zoo” $14 from Blue Ribbon
Designs stitched on 36c ~ Cathy’s very
beautiful “I Sigh Not for Beauty” $16 from
C Street Samplerworks, and here’s part
of Cathy’s email that accompanied the
photo of her completed sampler: “I
promised to send you photos of I Sigh Not
for Beauty once I had it finished and
framed. As you will remember, I used your
linen and Belle Soie conversion -- gorgeous
colors! I thoroughly enjoyed stitching this
sampler and will treasure it forever!” ~ and
Judy’s “Wild Garden” ($50 limited edition
kit of which we have 2 left) from
Blackbird Designs

Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Did you know . . .
... that you can select any design for
over-one stitching, as long as it’s
charted for all cross stitches, no
specialty stitches, and no over-one
as part of the original design? It
gives simply amazing results! And
depending on the count linen you
choose, you can stitch it in the
continental stitch and still get
adequate coverage. We sometimes
make a judgment about that when
looking at it from 6 inches away,
forgetting that the framed piece is
viewed at a much different
distance. At the right are 2 shop
models, both stitched over 1 with
the continental stitch.

Above, “Church on the Hill” $18 from Brenda Keyes and
the “John Foster Sampler” $12 from Historic Stitches

Grandchildren Tyler & Hannah . . .

... as you can see, have had a fabulous week
in Door County, Wisconsin with their Uncle
Jer, his wife Nancy, and their children,
spouses, and grandchildren ~ isn’t technology
great, that we can share in our families’
experiences thousands of miles away!? I’ve
vicariously enjoyed their fun, whether
kayaking, sailing, swimming, hiking, etc. ~
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